No refund or adjustment will be made for a change of choice or spacing after a plate has been ordered or if the request form is incorrectly completed.

The Secretary of State’s office is authorized to recall a platedetermined to be obscene or offensive.

All request forms should indicate whether or not you want the Secretary of State to assign one of your choices with the next available number in that series if your exact request is unavailable.

If you wish to submit more than three requests, attach additional selections to the request form.

DO NOT

Intermix letters and numbers
Use a space between numbers
Use lowercase letters
Use characters, symbols, foreign words or symbols of punctuation, such as dashes or periods
Select obscene or offensive combinations

First-Time Registrations

Money must accompany request forms on all first-time registrations.

Use characters, symbols, foreign words or symbols of punctuation
Select obscene or offensive combinations

Do Not

Intermix letters and numbers
Use a space between letters
Use lowercase letters
Use characters, symbols, foreign words or symbols of punctuation, such as dashes or periods
Select obscene or offensive combinations

All request forms should indicate whether or not you want the Secretary of State to assign one of your choices with the next available number. If your exact request is unavailable, would you like the next plate number available in that series?

Yes • No

If you want a space between letters, please indicate with a slash mark. An automatic space is required between letters and numbers.

Vehicle Owner’s Name
Address
City                                 State ZIP

Daytime Telephone Number (8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Expiration Date

Current License Plate #

If your exact 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices are not available, would you like the next plate number available in that series?

❏ Yes
❏ No

If you want a space between letters, please indicate with a slash mark. An automatic space is required between letters and numbers.

Note:
Spacing will vary with the type of plate requested.

Proper completion of this form is the customer’s responsibility.

OFFICE USE ONLY

1st choice 2nd choice 3rd choice

Vanity & Personalized Autism Awareness License Plates Request Form

Printed on recycled paper.
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Autism spectrum disorders affect an estimated 1.5 million Americans and has come to the forefront of our conscience as more children are being diagnosed with these communication disorders than ever before.

Thanks to the efforts of autism awareness organizations and support groups, we are now learning more about these developmental disorders and helping families tap the resources to help them identify and cope more effectively with their loved ones affected by autism spectrum disorders.

My office is pleased to join in the awareness effort by offering Autism Awareness License Plates. By purchasing a set of plates, you will contribute to the Autism Awareness Fund administered by the Illinois Department of Human Services for the distribution of grants for research, education, and awareness of autism and autism spectrum disorders.

I encourage you to join the awareness effort by displaying a set of these plates on your vehicle.

Jesse White
Secretary of State